MINORS FOR BUSINESS MAJORS
Please see the current WOU catalog or the appropriate Department/ Division for information on the minor program requirements.

AEROSPACE STUDIES (ROTC)  ENTREPRENEURSHIP  MILITARY SCIENCE
AMERICAN SIGNLANGUAGE  ENVIRONMENT STUDIES  MUSIC
ANTHROPOLOGY  FILM STUDIES  ORGANIZATIONAL LEADERSHIP
ART  FORENSIC ANTHROPOLGY  PHILOSOPHY
ART HISTORY  FORENSIC SCIENCE (see Chemistry)  PHYSICAL EDUCATION
ART HISTORY/STUDIO  FRENCH  PHYSICAL SCIENCE (see Chemistry)
THE ARTS  GENDER STUDIES  PHYSICS (see Chemistry)
BIOLOGY  GEOGRAPHIC INFO SCIENCE  PLANNING (see Geography)
BUILDING CODES (see PP&A)  GEOGRAPHY  POLITICAL SCIENCE
CHEMISTRY  GEOLOGY (see Earth Science)  PSYCHOLOGY
CHEMISTRY:  GERMAN STUDIES  PUBLIC POLICY & ADMIN
 Environmental Chemistry
CHICANO/A STUDIES  GERONTOLOGY  SOCIAL SCIENCE
COMMUNICATION STUDIES  HEALTH  SOCIOLOGY (see catalog for options)
COMPUTER SCIENCE  HISTORY  SPANISH
DANCE  HOMELAND SECURITY & COMM. PREPAREDNESS (see CJ)  SPECIAL ED/REHAB
EARTH HISTORY/BIOSPHERE  HUMAN BIOLOGY (see Bio.)  COUNSELING
(Environmental Chemistry)
EARTH RESOURCES (see Earth Sci.)  HUMANITIES  SPORTS LEADERSHIP (see PE)
EARTH SYSTEM SCIENCE  INFORMATION SYSTEMS  STUDIO ART
ECONOMICS  INTERNATIONAL STUDIES  STUDIO/ART HISTORY
ENGLISH- LINGUISTICS  LATIN AMERICAN STUDIES  THEATRE ARTS
ENGLISH- LITERATURE  LEGAL STUDIES  VISUAL COMMUNICATION DESIGN
ENGLISH- WRITING  MATHEMATICS
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